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' The present invention'relates:toicontainers of 
the “tin-can” type and has for its principal ob 
jectivesthe‘provision of an improved screw'type 
endiclosure' for the can body. thus‘ rendering the 
can reusable'fo'r general purposes and especially 
for‘food storage sincethe can-becomes hermeti-' 
cally sealed when the closure member is screwed 
tightly in place over the‘ open can end. - 
Another object is to providean‘improved can 

construction having a removable end cap, in 
which the periphery of the can at the open, cap 
end is beadedover in aradiallyvoutward direction 
‘therebysto establish a seat for a sealing gasket 
and also‘ provide a smooth surfaced mouth that 
makes it easier to pour out the ‘can'c'ontents when 
the latter are/liquids. ~ ' - ’ 

Another object is to provide a reusablegv-tcan 
that presents a substantially smooth interior 
surface,; e. g. truly cylindricaL'thus making it 
easier to clean and thereby .decreasing the possi 
bility oflfood ‘contamination which might result 
from inadequate cleaning of‘ the can interior. ‘ ' 

‘ The foregoing as well‘asi other objects and ad 
vantages inherent in ‘the‘invention will become 
more apparent from the following detailed de 
scription of a preferred can‘ construction embody 
ing the invention together with the accompany 
ing drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a view in side elevation of the can 
with the end closure cap in place; 

Figs. 2 and 3 are top and bottom plan views, 
respectively; and 

Fig. 4 is a view in central vertical section 
through the upper end of the can and cap, it 
being noted that this view is drawn to a much 
greater scale than the other views'in order to 
show the inventive structural features more 
clearly, and moreover is limited to those portions 
of the cap and can body adjacent the perimeters 
thereof. 
With reference now to the drawing, the main 

body of the can I can be generally conventional, 
the particular construction illustrated in Fig. 1 
being of tin plate with the usual longitudinally 
extending lap and lock seam 2 and bottom end 
closure plate 3. 
The upper end of the can shown in Fig. 4 is 

however quite unconventional and in fact unique, 
including a collar or sleeve 4 threaded intermedi 
ate its ends at 4a, the sleeve being so dimensioned 
as to make a snug press fit with the outer face of 
the can body I. As a practical mater the threads 
4:; are preferably rolled on the sleeve 4 before 
the latter is slid into place over the upper, open 
end of the can. The upper and lower unthreaded 
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e _ V sleeve extend ‘for‘a‘s'ubl 

stantiaY'distance along the can" body to establish 
a ?rm grip upon the latter while the intermediate 
threaded portion'is preferably spaced somewhat 

: radially "outward from the can body inv order to 
accommodate a large diametercap-to ‘make-‘for 
easier screwing on and off of the‘ cap'by hand. 
Of course, if the diameter‘of the can be'is'u?lcient 
ly largealready, the intermediate threadedipor 
1iéion of the sleeve may be set in closer to the can 

The lower end‘of- the sleeve is stopped/by. a‘ 
plurality :of small bosses S'pr'essed out from the‘ 
canvbody and theupperzend is‘ beadedl'over'i'at' 
4d in a'radially. outward direction. '~ ‘The sleeve .4‘ 
mayalso be ‘spot'welded if desired tothe can body 
to improve the connection between the t‘wo'there-. 
by decrea'singthe possibility of the sleeve rotating, 
on ‘the can‘ body when the cap is screwed on. 
Such welds are indicated at 6. ' ‘ . ' c A . 

The upper vend of the cylindrical can body is’ 
beaded over the beaded end 4d of the sleeve at ‘Ia, 
it- being noted in particular .that the bead ,la .is 
also'formedr by. .rolling the rim ‘of the can ina' 
radially outward direction: The circular bead 
la is. thus external rather than internal with 
respect to the can body and permits the latter 
to present a smooth surfaced mouth for easier 
pouring off of liquid contents from the can. 
Moreover the smooth mouth is easier to keep 
clean and therefore more sanitary. 
The end closure member for the can is seen 

to be a cap 1 preferably metal having a threaded 
cylindrical rim la for engagement with. the 
threads do. on the sleeve. A pair of ribs ‘lb,v 1c 
concentric with the cap'center are formed at the 
under side of the cap end such as by die pressing 
from the upper side. The outer rib lb, preferably 
located substantially in radial alignment with the 
circular bead la on the can end, is completely 
circular. The inner rib 10, located substantially 
midway between the cap center and its rim, is 
however broken at diametrally opposite points by 
a pair of bosses 'le, pressed outwardly from the 
cap material. 
As seen clearly from Fig. 4, the inner rib 1c 

constitutes a centering device for a plate 8 having 
a central cylindrical die pressed recess 8a into I 
which the inner rib 1c enters from the upper side 
of the plate. The central recessed portion 8a, 
die pressed into the upper side of the plate also 
produces at the under side a cylindrical boss 8?) 
that forms a centering device for a sealing ring 9 
that seats on the can bead la. } 

Operation of the closure is believed to be self 
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explanatory. However a brief summary will be 
conducive to a clearer understanding of the 
structure. Threaded sleeve 4 being integral with 
the rest of the can body, ring 9 will be pressed 
upon its seat, bead la, as cap ‘I is screwed down 
by hand upon sleeve 4 thus hermetically sealing 
the interior of the can. Moreover, since plate 8 
is rotatable upon cap ‘I, there is no tendency for 
the sealing ring 9 to rotate while the cap is being 
screwed down thus eliminating any-7 chance of 
the ring being twisted off its seat to establish a 
leakage path for air into the can between the 
seat la and under face of ring 9. 

4 
the invention as de?ned in the appended claim, 
what I claim is: 

A, reusable metallic can comprising a cylindri 
cal can body of uniform diameter closed at one 
end, a threaded sleeve surrounding and secured 

. to‘said can body at the other end thereof, said 
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other, can end being beaded over a bead at the 
end of said sleeve in a radially outward direction 
to form :a smooth pouringlip reinforced by the 
beadjonlv said sleeve, a threaded cap adapted to be 
screwed" onto the threaded portion of said sleeve, 

, and a sealing ring seated on said lip and pressed 
Rather once ' ' 

the ring 9 and plate 8 are seated, the circular rib“ 
l'b on the cap will slide in surface engagement 
with plate 8 as the cap is screwed down, the plate - 1 
remaining stationary, and the rib ‘lb applies 
principally an axially downward force to plate 8 
which is of course transmitted to sealing ring}! 
thus establishing a high degree of sealing pres 
sure with the can. bead Ia which itself is rein 
forced by the. sleeve bead 4d. When removing 
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"into contact therewith by said cap, said cap 
includinga pair of radially spaced arcuate ribs 
raised “upon the inside surface thereof concen 
trically'with the cap center and further includ 
ing apressure'plate having an offset central por 
tion establishing a central circular recess at the 

' ‘ upper side thereof receiving the innermost rib on 
20 

the cap, the latter can easily be started byinsert- ' 
ing -a knife blade or‘the like between: the~pro-'-. 
jections 1e and applying a torque to the blade 
about the axis of the can.‘ ‘ > 

The pre-threaded sleeved may be applied to 
the vcan body in various ways but the following 
described method is ‘deemed the most practical. 

Initially, the upper end of the ‘can’ I from 
which is ultimately formed the bead I a is plain 
edged. This permits the sleeve to ‘be. forced 
down 'upon the canbody , from above .in-"a ‘press 
until the former-is stopped by the bosses 5. A 
beadingtool is thenused to turn the‘ bead la over 
thev pre-formed‘bead Ad on ‘the sleeve. ‘Alter 
natively, the ‘upper. end of sleeve '4. 'may:also, be. 
plain. edged in which case, both be'adsiAa and lay 
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said cap for centering said plate relatively to 
said cap. and ia.central circular boss at the under 
side ithereof» having .a". diameter substantially 
equal to" the, internal diameter‘ of said. sealing 
ring for receiving and centering the ring on.said 
plate, the outermost'rib on said cap being of 

, approximately the vsame xdiameteras the said 
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could‘ be formed simultaneouslytby the beading. . 
tool. The spot Welds 5, ifused, are then applied 
by suitable ‘electric welding apparatus. = ‘ a “ 

Having thus describedmy inventionyit being 
understood that the , illustrated embodiment 
thereof is to be considered typical only andthat 
minor structural variations are possible without 
however departing from the spirit and‘ scope of 
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pouring‘ lip, and transmitting pressure to ‘said 
ring through said plate substantially in line with 
said lip as saidrcapuisv screwed onto said sleeve. 
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